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In t r o d u c t i o n
It is the 21st century, and our society is choked
with misinformation, propaganda, and
unscrupulous marketers just waiting to take
advantage of a credulous audience. In this era
where students struggle to tell the difference
between real news stories and sponsored
content, where well-meaning parents fall for
fearmongering over basic medicine, and where
social media provides a constant stream of
alternative cures and all-natural remedies, it
sometimes feels like critical thinking is a lost
and unwanted art, rather than a vital part of
the human experience.
It is into this atmosphere of credulity that Skeptoid
Media releases Principles of Curiosity. With Principles
of Curiosity, Skeptoid Media hopes to provide viewers
everywhere with an accessible and effective introduction
to critical thinking. In the film, writer and presenter Brian
Dunning lays out a straightforward method that anyone
can use to consider and evaluate extraordinary or
dubious claims. His 3Cs method – Challenge, Consider,
and Conclude – is meant to arm students and adults alike
with a quick and efficient way to decide whether or not
to spend their money on some new alternative medicine
product or to forward that compelling but suspiciously
unlikely news story on Facebook.
Lesson Guide to Accompany Principles of Curiosity
is designed to facilitate a screening of Principles of
Curiosity in the classroom. The goal is to provide a
variety of materials for instructors to use, including
selected readings, in-class activities, homework
assignments, and suggestions for further study.
This guide is distributed free of charge at http://
principlesofcuriosity.com.

About the Film
Principles of Curiosity
A film by
Brian Dunning and Ryan C. Johnson
Presented by
Skeptoid Media,
in association with
New Rule Productions
Written and presented by
Brian Dunning
Directed and edited by
Ryan C. Johnson
Executive Producers
Brian Dunning, Phil Williams,
and Lisa Williams

About the Filmmaker
Brian Dunning has been working in the field
of science communication for over a decade.
His most popular work is the award-winning
Skeptoid podcast, which boasts more than
100,000 weekly listeners and from which he
has spawned six books. Dunning also has a
prior short film, Here Be Dragons: A Guide
to Critical Thinking, for which Principles of
Curiosity is a successor.

Br ing i ng P r i n c i p l es of
Cur io s i ty i n t o t h e Cl as s ro o m
Lesson Guide to Accompany Principles of Curiosity is targeted at instructors who seek
ways to integrate critical thinking into their curriculum. The lessons in this guide are
built around a classroom screening of Principles of Curiosity. During the teaching of the
unit, instructors will help students develop a basic understanding of critical thinking, an
awareness of the beliefs and assumptions that often lead to non-critical thinking, and a
more critical eye with which to judge questionable claims or stories in the future.

until the 12-minute mark), Dunning sets up
the problem: all the ways we are fed false and
misleading information.

The ideas in this guide are suitable for students at both
the secondary and undergraduate post-secondary
levels. Critical thinking is not, itself, an area of study
in schools, but many subjects could benefit from a
discussion the critical thinking skills presented in the
film. Instructors are encouraged to adapt or change
elements of these lessons and activities to best suit
their classrooms and subject areas.

II.

III. The Second C: In the next segment of the film
(between 20 and 30 minutes) Dunning explains
the second principle: Consider alternative
explanations for the claim

Before the Film
It may be a good idea to set up the concepts at the
center of Principles of Curiosity prior to screening
the film, to help students understand basic ideas
and to place the film itself in the right context for
the classroom. These lessons work well as prescreening activities:

•
•
•

IV. The Third C: The last segment of the film
(between 30 minutes and the end of the film)
Dunning explains the third principle: Conclude
which explanation best fits the claim. This
includes an explanation of the concept of
Occam’s Razor.

What is Critical Thinking?
Interview with the Filmmaker
Using Here Be Dragons in the Classroom

After the Film

Viewing the Film

The bulk of the lessons in this guide are meant for
use after students watch Principles of Curiosity, as
they rely on awareness of concepts discussed in the
film. Lessons suited for after the viewing of the film
include:

Principles of Curiosity is designed to be classroom
friendly. At just over 40 minutes in length, it can
easily be screened in one class session. If instructors
would prefer to break up the viewing over multiple
days, or would like to punctuate the viewing with
in-class discussion, here are the recommended
segment divisions.
I.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of the problem: In the first
segment of the film (from the opening credits
B ringing P rin c ip l es o f

The First C: In the second segment of the film
(between 12 and 20 minutes) Dunning sets
up the 3Cs methodology and explains the first
principle: Challenge the claim being made.

Thinking Critically About Dubious Claims
The Curious Case of the Chicken Nuggets
The Stanford Student Study
Credibility Matters
DIY “Spirit Orbs”
Discussion Questions

C u ri o si t y in t o t h e C l assr o o m
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Learning Objectives

Whether the instructor chooses to use one, some,
or all of these activities in the classroom will depend
on the aims of the course. “Thinking Critically About
Dubious Claims” and “Discussion Questions” are the
most straightforward follow-ups to the film, while
the rest of the lessons seek to broaden the critical
thinking skills imparted by the film with additional
content, discussion, and activities.

At the end of the learning unit, students should be
able to do the following:

•
•
•
•

Offer a basic definition of critical thinking,
in their own words, that demonstrates
understanding of the concept
Describe the 3Cs method of critical thinking
Explain the value of critical thinking and the
3Cs method
Apply critical thinking and the 3Cs method
to claims, stories, and beliefs encountered
in life and online

B ringing P rin c ip l es o f C u ri o si t y in t o t h e C l assr o o m
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W h at i s Cr i t i c a l Th i nki ng?
Many students have encountered the phrase “critical thinking,” but few could likely offer a
concrete definition of what it means. Before screening Principles of Curiosity, it is a good
idea to establish for the class a common, shared understanding of “critical thinking.”

Materials
•
•
•

also direct students to use Internet-connected
devices to look up common dictionary definitions
of the phrase, and to compare their own
definitions to these “official” ones.

Pen and paper for students to produce
written response
Various definitions of critical thinking culled
from online and offline sources
Internet-connected devices for looking up
definitions (optional)

3. Finally, bring things together in a class discussion.
The goal of this discussion is to share insights
had at the group level, and to bring the class to
a common understanding of “critical thinking.”
It is recommended that the instructor have a
dictionary-style definition ready to present and
endorse as the “class definition,” though the
real value of the conversation comes from the
students’ own insights and comments, as well as
the collective definition that the class constructs
under the instructor’s guidance.

Directions
1. Begin this discussion by asking the students a
simple question: “What is critical thinking?” Have
them write down their answer to the question on
paper, so that each student can actually see their
own response and the responses of others. Try
not to elaborate too much at this point; simply
direct the students to interpret and answer to the
best of their ability.

Follow-up

2. Once each student has written down a response,
place the students into small groups. Direct them
to share and compare their individual definitions
with each other. Did each student in the group
define critical thinking similarly? Or was there
disparity between definitions? Optionally, you can

The best follow-up to this activity is a screening of
Principles of Curiosity. While this activity could be
done after screening the film, doing so will likely
elicit a much more homogenous, and therefore less
engaging, discussion.

W h a t is Cri t i c a l T h in k ing ?
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In t erv i ew wi th t h e Fi l mmaker
Prior to screening Principles of Curiosity, students can benefit from reading a brief interview
with filmmaker Brian Dunning. This will help prepare them for what they will learn in the
film, and it will also underscore the potential value of critical thinking in their own lives.

Materials
•

Answers to Discussion Questions
(Bottom of page 8)*

“Interview with Brian Dunning,”
reading selection

1. Common answers might include giving students
the ability to reject or accept rumors about other
students they hear in school; knowing whether
or not to trust what they read on social media;
and being able to better evaluate what they hear
in advertising.

Directions
“Interview with Brian Dunning” is offered as an
optional pre-screening reading assignment, perhaps
distributed during the class session before viewing
the film. The reading has three attached discussion
questions meant to prompt students to think
about critical thinking in relation to themselves. It
is recommended that the discussion questions be
assigned as homework, perhaps in a class writing
journal or discussion board post.

2. As this is a personal response question, answers
will vary greatly. The intent of the question is for
them to begin making connections between the
material and their actual lived experience.
3. It is likely that most students will agree with
Dunning on this, as they are very likely to get most
of their news and information from the Internet
rather than from traditional media. Some students
may note that the Internet, and particularly social
media, are also more responsible for spreading
the kind of misinformation Dunning is talking
about in Principles of Curiosity.

I n t er v iew wi t h t h e Fi l m m a k er
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An Inter v i ew wi th Bri an Dunni ng
In the following interview, the writer, presenter, and producer of Principles of Curiosity
talks about the making of the film and his motivations for making it. After reading the
selection, answer the Questions for Discussion that follow.
Why was it important for you to make Principles
of Curiosity?

Did anything interesting happen in those 20 days?
We had to shoot a lot of the film in Death Valley,
and since it’s a sensitive and irreplaceable national
park, the rangers were highly restrictive of where
we could and could not shoot (and appropriately
so). Normally this would not have been a problem,
but our most important location — Racetrack
Playa — had suffered two unfortunate vandalisms in
the weeks prior to our shoot. The park service had
to be a bit more restrictive than normal to protect
the resource. As a result, we had to do some of
our shooting in a double location outside the park,
but we hope the transition won’t be too noticeable.
We hope some of the park’s beauty that our film
showcases reminds some audience members,
if there are any who might be on the fence about
vandalism, to appreciate their natural resources a
bit more.

Because misinformation gets thrown at us from a
bewildering number of angles. Everywhere we turn
– from our friends, to television, to the Internet, to
advertisements – we are given bad information:
product claims that aren’t true, versions of history
that sound amazing but don’t reflect the evidence, or
conspiracy theories that try to persuade us to reject
evidence in favor of some preferred worldview. We
base our decisions on the information we have, and
when that information is wrong, it hurts us.
We can learn to recognize bad information and replace
it with good. But these lessons are hard to come by,
since they go against the currents of pop culture
and advertising revenue. It’s harder for educators to
get their hands on such materials. And so the whole
purpose of Principles of Curiosity, and of Skeptoid
Media in general, is to provide free resources that help
educators teach the principles of critical thinking and
help the general public develop a love for science.

On a lighter note, we had our whole crew of six people
stay in a single rented house in Huntsville, Alabama,
as it was a lot cheaper than hotel rooms. The house
was a really old historic landmark, and was dark and
creepy and weird, and had strange passages and
chambers. As if the paranormal was challenging us,
it gave every indication of being haunted, which gave
us plenty to laugh about (as long as the lights were
on). But I guess the ghosts didn’t like us, because
they left us alone.

What does it take to make a film like Principles
of Curiosity?
We had to produce this film on about half the budget
normally required, but we couldn’t compromise on
quality. We solved this by having every person on the
crew be a top industry professional at their craft, but
having each of them work alone, entirely responsible
for their end. That means our Director of Photography
did everything personally, from operating the latest
digital cinema camera, to running cords and laying out
dolly tracks. Our Sound Mixer changed batteries, wired
the on-camera talent, held the boom, and recorded
and mixed the audio. Our composer conducted some
of the live symphonic music remotely from Hungary,
played the rest of it all himself on his digital rig, and
mixed everything. We traveled with a minimal crew:
five people at a bare minimum, and around 10 when
we were local and able to get inexpensive help. In all,
it was about a 20-day shoot spread over about 10
weeks, and then about six weeks in post-production.

Now that the film is complete, what do you hope
for Principles of Curiosity to accomplish?
It’s out of our hands now, and into the hands of the
teachers and the general public. People are going
to apply these three principles – or they won’t – to
various degrees. My desire is that they’ll recognize
the value and share both the film and its message far
and wide. Life decisions based on bad information
can cost money, health, jobs, and even lives. For
every teacher who shares this with a class, and
every student that learns from it and avoids one bad
decision, that’s a win. I hope we’ve given them the
best start we can.

A n I n t er v iew wi t h B rian D u nning
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interested in science and scientific skepticism. A
lot of these are podcasts, for the same reasons
I gave above. Check out the science section in
iTunes or your favorite podcast portal, but keep
in mind some of the pitfalls we’ve talked about
in this film: Some podcast portals might not
be great at separating science programs from
pseudoscience programs! And even the shows
who promote horrible information will place
themselves into the science categories.

Principles of Curiosity comes after more than
a decade of work for you in the area of science
communication, starting with Skeptoid in 2006.
What made you first decide to make the move
into the realm of critically analyzing pop culture?
One of the topics we cover in this film is the inherent need
for TV and movie producers to make sensationalized
content, and I wanted to provide the opposite: content
that’s interesting because of its inherent nature, rather
than content that has to be artificially pumped up. I
knew that traditional media was never going to be the
outlet for high quality material about critical thinking.
Podcasting, however, doesn’t depend on convincing
a major media company to get behind you. So that’s
why I started Skeptoid, and that’s why the quality has
been able to remain high for so many years, without
resorting to artificial sensationalism.

Ask a trusted science teacher if they have any
favorite science authors; bookstores are full of
brilliant books by brilliant scientists who showcase
the state of our knowledge in fascinating ways.
And, again, you have to look out, because every
kook with a crazy idea considers himself a science
author, and bookstores rarely have the expertise
to tell the difference. But just by being aware of
this problem — that you’re on your own to know
which authors are good and which are selling
something — you’ve already won half the battle.

Principles of Curiosity is not your first film; in
2008 you also produced the short film Here
Be Dragons, which is also about challenging
dubious claims. How do you see the two films in
relation to one another?

And finally, follow your favorite scientists on social
media! See who they engage with, and follow them
as well. The Internet lets you truly be part of a real
live conversation, and puts you in a circle with the
people you respect and admire the most. Don’t let
the Internet become a source of bad information that
washes over you; instead, take charge, and make it
your own science superhighway.

Here Be Dragons has wonderful content and is still my
favorite primer, but as a one-guy-with-a-camcorder
film, it lacked the polish that a film needs to achieve
wider recognition. I wanted Principles of Curiosity
to have that polish, but I didn’t want it to simply be
a remake. It’s more of a next-step. While Here Be
Dragons lays out all the mistakes that we make in
falling victim to pseudoscience, Principles of Curiosity
clearly explains what you should do about it. Each
stands on its own, but they can also run as a series.

Discussion Questions
1. In addition to the reasons Dunning cited, why
else might students in your school benefit from
strong critical thinking skills?

Why do you think it is important for students to
learn critical thinking in the classroom?
Because once we leave the classroom, we are
defenseless against the onslaught of pseudoscience
and misinformation. Learning the skills of applied
critical thinking can immunize us against this to some
degree. It certainly isn’t going to be taught out there
in the wild; so I felt that optimizing this material for the
classroom was the best strategy to have the most
impact on the most people.

2. Dunning said that “We base our decisions on the
information we have, and when that information
is wrong, it hurts us.” Can you think of a situation
in your own life where having bad information
could lead to a bad decision or even a real harm
(injury, loss of income, embarrassment, etc)?
What could you have done differently to avoid
the harm?

If students wanted to learn more after watching
Principles of Curiosity, what would you
recommend to them?

3. Dunning believes that online media, like
podcasts, are a better method of exploring
scientific skepticism than traditional media like
television or newspapers. Do you think Dunning
is right? Why or why not?

There are some great resources out there that
will give years of entertainment for anyone

A n I n t er v iew wi t h B rian D u nning
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Using He r e b e Dr a gon s i n th e Cl as s ro om
Prior to Principles of Curiosity, Brian Dunning and Skeptoid Media produced the 2008
film Here Be Dragons. While Principles of Curiosity is intended to be a stand-alone primer
for the critical thinking process, it also makes for a fitting follow-up to Here Be Dragons,
which is focused more on how to recognize spurious claims when confronted with them.
Together, the two can make for a richer critical thinking sequence.
7. Mystical Energy: Claiming that the efficacy of
some cure or practice comes from mysterious
source of scientifically meaningless “energy.”

The Film
While Principles of Curiosity is built around the
3Cs model of critical thinking, Here Be Dragons is
centered on the identification of, and application of,
the “Red Flags of Pseudoscience.” There are 10 red
flags presented in the film:

8. Suppression by Authorities: Allegations that
the “truth” of a claim are being intentionally
suppressed by those who would supposedly
lose money or power if the “truth” were known.

1. Appeal to Authority: Using authoritative
imagery or personalities to lend the appearance
of credibility to a claim or product when no such
real credibility exists.

9. All-Natural: The assumption that something
that is “all natural” is automatically better than
something synthesized or man-made.
10. Ideological Support: Using moral, ethical,
or legal pressure to force adoption of a belief,
product, or claim that has little or no credible
evidence to support it.

2. Ancient Wisdom: Claiming that something is
based on knowledge that ancient civilizations
had, but that modern civilization has either
forgotten, ignored, or suppressed.

These 10 concepts are offered as warning signs to
viewers to watch out for when evaluating dubious
claims. The first half of Here Be Dragons lays out the
Red Flags, while the second half of the film applies
them to various popular beliefs.

3. Confirmation Bias: The human habit of
remembering and promoting details that support
a belief, while forgetting or ignoring those that
do not.
4. Confusing Correlation with Causation:
Assuming that because two things happen to
correlate, that one must therefore cause the
other, even if there is no logical reason for the
two things to be connected.

Integrating Here Be Dragons
Like Principles of Curiosity, the film Here Be Dragons is
available for free download. It can be found at http://
herebedragonsmovie.com. The total runtime for
both films equals about an hour and 20 minutes,
good for either one long college session or two high
school sittings.

5. Red Herrings: Irrelevant information offered into
an argument to distract from the point under
discussion.
6. Proof by Verbosity: Laying out huge volumes
of claims and allegations that, regardless of their
veracity, give the impression of research and
knowledge.

Teachers who wish to use Here Be Dragons will find
that most of the lessons in this guide can work equally
well with a screening of both films. In many cases,
learning about the Red Flags of Pseudoscience

Using Here be D rag o ns in t h e C l assr o o m
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will simply make the application of the 3Cs more
thorough and effective.

Confusing Correlation and Causation and the
Appeal to Authority, to create a reinforcing lesson
specific to Here Be Dragons)

The following is a possible lesson sequence for use
with the two films:

IV. “Interview with the Filmmaker”

I.

“What is Critical Thinking?”

V.

II.

Screening of Here Be Dragons

VI. “Thinking Critically With the 3Cs”

III. “Credibility Matters” [This lesson can be adapted
to include discussion of the Red Flags, such as

Screening of Principles of Curiosity

VII. Other lessons as desired

Using Here be D rag o ns in t h e C l assr o o m
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Th in k i ng Cr i t i c a l ly Abo ut Dubi o us Cl ai ms
Once students begin to learn the process of critical thinking, it is important that they
learn how to apply it. This exercise is meant to give them a first opportunity to do so.

Materials
•

solutions. One is a conventional solution proposed
by a medical doctor, a credible source for medical
advice. The other is a sensational solution proposed
to her by a trusted friend, who can be expected to
have Meaghan’s best interests in mind but who is
not a credible source for medical advice. In addition,
the friend’s solution was sourced from an Internet
website that may or may not be credible; and further,
the friend’s solution presumes that radio signals from
smartphones do something that radio signals are
not actually known to do. Meaghan should try the
sleeping pills.

Thinking Critically With the 3Cs [Handout]

Directions
1. Immediately after viewing Principles of Curiosity,
review the 3Cs concept. While the film should
still be fresh in students’ minds, a quick review
will clear up any misunderstandings or confusion.
2. Distribute the provided handout to students
at the end of the review, and direct them to
complete it. This exercise could take place in
class immediately after viewing, or it could be
given as a first-response homework assignment
after watching the film.

Scenario 2 Solution
This is an actual historical event that students may
be familiar with (or at least familiar with the Hollywood
film that based itself off of this event) and the two
explanations given are really debated. In this case,
the official government explanation is by far the more
credible one. It is reasonable that, in the months after
the horrific surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, soldiers
in Los Angeles may have been overly on edge at the
thought of a Japanese attack on the mainland, and in
the darkest hours of the early morning it’s reasonable
to think that they might take shots at shadows. On
the other hand, the claim of alien conspiracy fails
on the very first C – Challenge – by using Occam’s
Razor. In order for the Majestic 12 papers to be
authentic, aliens must first be visiting the Earth. In
order for them to be visiting the Earth, they must not
only exist, but also possess spacefaring technology
far exceeding our own. That is a significant amount of
additional assumption that must be made in order to
accept that the Battle of Los Angeles involved alien
spacecraft. [For more on the Battle of Los Angeles,
click here: http://skep.us/4171.]

3. At the end of the activity, or at the start of the
next class session, review the two scenarios
with students and allow them a chance to share
their own responses to each scenario. Make
sure that students clearly understand the way
the 3Cs are being applied to each scenario and
how the conclusions that the method arrives at
are sound.

Solutions to Scenarios
Scenario 1 Solution
In this scenario, Meaghan is confronted with two
possible solutions to her sleeplessness problem.
The problem exists, so there is no need to Challenge
it; instead, it is a matter of Considering alternative

T h in k ing Cri t i c a l ly A b o u t D u bi o u s C l ai m s
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Th i n k i ng Cri ti c al ly Wi th th e 3Cs
Apply the 3Cs to these scenarios to determine which option is more likely to be the right one.
Be sure to explain your reasoning.

Scenario 1
Meaghan experienced persistent sleeplessness at night. She would work long hours at her job,
sometimes putting in 10 hours a day in order to meet high-pressure deadlines, and often come
home stressed out and exhausted. And yet, she had trouble falling asleep and would often awaken
in the middle of the night.
She brought her complaint to her doctor, who examined her and gave her a clean bill of health. He
concluded that there was no evident medical cause for her sleeplessness, but suggested that since
she was under a lot of stress at work, anxiety over her job might be keeping her awake at night. He
prescribed her a mild sleeping pill for relief.
Later that day, Meaghan had lunch with a friend, whom she told about her sleeplessness. The friend
claimed that they, too, had experienced sleeplessness, and that they had read on the Internet that
the radio signals from smartphones, which many people keep on their nightstand, can interfere with
sleeping brain waves and cause insomnia. The friend insists that when they started turning their
cell phone completely off at night, the sleeplessness abated. Meaghan is shocked to hear that her
smartphone, which she relies on every day, could be the hidden cause of her problems.

Which method should Meaghan try first to alleviate her sleeplessness? Why?

T h in k ing Cri t i c a l ly A b o u t D u bi o u s C l ai m s
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Scenario 2
In the early hours of February 25th, 1942, military units stationed in Los Angeles, California, went on high
alert. Radar indicated an approaching aircraft; spotlights swept the darkened skies, and eventually the
antiaircraft artillery batteries on the coast of Los Angeles began to pepper the skies with rounds. The
guns went off for nearly an hour, but they never found their mark. No enemy aircraft were ever verified
to be in the area that night, and no planes ever came falling out of the sky. The newspapers dubbed
the incident “The Battle of Los Angeles.”
Soon after, government officials announced that the whole thing had been a false alarm. There had
never been an aircraft in the skies above Los Angeles, and the entire incident was a result of jittery
nerves in the months after the attack on Pearl Harbor. The original radar image was likely the result of
an errant weather balloon, and all the artillery guns were ever firing at were shadows created by the
searchlights. They considered the case closed.
Then, in 1987, a series of alleged government documents called the Majestic 12 papers surfaced.
These papers provide evidence for the claim that the U.S. government has, for years, been secretly
investigating and gathering evidence of UFOs and alien visitations to Earth. Among these papers was
a report revealing that there were, in fact, two vehicles in the skies above Los Angeles that morning,
both of them alien spacecraft. The government’s denial of any aircraft during the incident, the papers
claim, was part of a cover-up; in fact, both ships were shot down, recovered, and kept for secret study.

Which of these two scenarios is the more likely explanation for the Battle of Los Angeles? Why?

T h in k ing Cri t i c a l ly A b o u t D u bi o u s C l ai m s
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Th e Cu r i o u s C a s e of th e Ch i c ken Nuggets
One of the challenges facing students as they navigate online is how to detangle the facts
of a story or news item from spin and misinformation. One site constantly guilty of taking a
nugget of truth and spinning it into a pile of lies is InfoWars, the conspiracy-minded news
site operated by media personality Alex Jones. In this exercise, InfoWars takes the quite
literal nugget of truth and turns it into a conspiracy to kill our children with finger food. By
examining both the original news reports and the highly propagandized version peddled
by InfoWars, students will begin to develop a better sense of truth and fiction.

Materials
•

•

•

the range of reactions and why students reacted
as they did. It is also worth taking a step back
to discuss the kind of website InfoWars is, and
how that fact might influence the way the article
spun events and the way students did (or did
not) accept the story at face value.

The following article from InfoWars: “U.S.
Schoolchildren Now Subjected to
Sack Lunch Searches by Government
Agents”
The following articles from the Carolina
Register: “Preschooler’s Homemade
Lunch Replaced with Cafeteria
“Nuggets” and “The Chicken Nugget
Story, Bite by Bite”
[Optional] Internet-connected devices for
each student or student group

4. At some point, the students may note (or the
instructor may point out to them) that there really
isn’t much actual information in the article – just
two snippets of a news report on the leading
edge of nearly four pages of conspiracy spin
about the evil government trying to kill America’s
children. There is, however, a reference to the
original source.

Directions

5. Now, distribute the original Carolina Register
article, “Preschooler’s Homemade Lunch
Replaced with Cafeteria “Nuggets”. Again,
engage in a (much briefer) group reading.

1. Begin by distributing copies of the InfoWars
article to the class. Engage in a “group reading”
of the article – in class, perhaps in small groups
or as a whole classroom with individuals reading
the article aloud (or select passages, at the
instructor’s discretion). Students may also
be instructed to read the article silently (or as
homework), but the ridiculous nature of some of
the passages is best shared aloud in a group.

6. After reading the Carolina Register article,
hold a discussion about the disparity between
the two articles. Even though they are both
technically reporting on the same event, one
paints a very different picture than the other.
To read the InfoWars version of events, readers
get the impression that the child had her lunch
practically ripped from her hands and was forced
into eating nuggets by mysterious government
“agents” intent on doing her harm. The Carolina
Journal makes no such accusations; instead, it
reports that the girl was given a second lunch
by some unnamed government representative, a
lunch that included chicken nuggets in addition
to other foods. The girl was not forced to eat
chicken nuggets, but chose to eat them; she

2. After reading through the article, discuss the
claims being made in the article. Do they seem
plausible? If not, at what point do they stretch
credibility?
3. Further, ask the students one question: what
do they think really happened at West Hoke
Elementary School that day? Their answers may
be varied, with some students readily accepting
the InfoWars version of events and others
viewing the article with deep skepticism. Discuss

T h e C u ri o u s Case o f t h e C h i c k en N u gge t s
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9. An optional step to take at this point is to share
the second Carolina Journal article, “The Chicken
Nugget Story, Bite by Bite.” This article explains that
InfoWars was not the only website to sensationalize
and spread the chicken nugget story; indeed, the
story of government regulation and processed
poultry went viral after it was first published.
Unfortunately, a confluence of poor wording on
the Journal’s part, coupled with the inability of their
servers to handle the viral interest in the story, led
to a site crash that allowed secondhand sources
like InfoWars to run with the narrative in their own
way. This part of the tale lends a deeper analysis
to the discussion, revealing how easily a story can
inadvertently become clickbait propaganda.

then disposed of the rest of the tray and took her
sack lunch home uneaten.
7. What do students make of this disparity? What
does the comparison of articles reveal about the
credibility of InfoWars?
8. Students should be able to recognize (or
the instructor should gently nudge them
towards the recognition) that one source,
the Carolina Journal, did original reporting
on events, speaking to individuals involved
and contacting relevant agencies; while
the other source, InfoWars, did no original
reporting at all, but instead merely linked and
selectively quoted their one source. In short,
only one of the two sources actually qualifies
as journalism. The other is agenda-driven
propaganda with a spin so heavy that it sends
the article into the realm of fiction.

10. End the lesson with a quick summary assessment.
Ask the students to write down their “takeaway”
from this exercise. How might they change the
way they examine and accept online viral articles
in the future?

For those who are curious, this is what actually happened at West Hoke Elementary School that day
(as was eventually fully reported in the Carolina Journal): the More for Four class was being inspected
by a state accrediting agency in order to maintain its credentials as a Pre-K program. Teachers were
understandably on edge, as funding for More for Four was determined in part by the results of the
inspection. Someone – possibly the state inspector – noted that some of the lunches brought from
home might not be in compliance with nutritional guidelines required of Pre-K programs; and one of
the teachers, in a moment of impulsive overcorrection, chose to simply give the children a complete
second lunch from the cafeteria rather than try to determine in what way the lunch might be deficient.
While the girl may have gotten the impression that the teachers wanted her to eat the second lunch, at
no point was she instructed to choose one food over another, and no one forced the chicken nuggets
down her throat.
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Th e Sta nf o rd St udent Study
In Principles of Curiosity, Dunning explains the way that news media can mislead us in
the pursuit of splashy headlines, high ratings, and page clicks. This fact was underscored
in November 2016, when Stanford University released the results of a study aimed at
determining how well students could distinguish between actual news, dubious news,
and online marketing content. The researchers reported that they “were taken aback by
students’ lack of preparation” and general inability to tell the reliable from the unreliable.
Here, students will consider the implications of that study.
3. This part of the discussion will establish some
“red flags” for students to look for when
considering items they encounter online, such as
looking for “Sponsored Content” labels, the use
of sensational-but-vague headline language, and
the redirecting of URLs to a website other than
the site initially visited.

Materials
•
•
•

The 2016 Stanford study concerning
students and fake news
Examples of news content and “sponsored
content” from various websites
[Optional] Internet-connected devices for
each student or student group

4. The next step can be completed in class (if the
class is equipped with Internet-connected devices)
or as a scored homework assignment. Students
should be instructed to browse their favorite
news and social media sites for dubious content.
Each student should be tasked with finding and
evaluating either a certain number of items from
various sites sites, or the complete content of a
single news organization’s front page. Encourage
students to make screen-captures of items
evaluated, as pages can change day-to-day.

Directions
1. As a precursor to the discussion, the instructor
should challenge students with at least one part
of the Stanford experiment (the Slate exercise,
available in the Stanford PDF, works well for this,
as does the Fukushima image). Have the students
answer the questions in writing, in the same
manner students in the study did. Briefly request
callouts for answers to each question, noting how
many students properly identified each item as
either news report or advertisement, and which
items students struggled with the most.

5. As part of the assignment, challenge students
to analyze and explain their choices via written
responses. What red flags in the item exist?
What warning signs can be found on the “clickthrough” page? Would the students classify the
item as merely sensational, spun for propaganda,
partially fabricated, or completely false?

2. After the students discuss their own answers, turn
to a broader discussion of the Stanford study. While
it may be valuable to direct the students to a copy
of the publicly available PDF, a class discussion will
assure that all students understand the underlying
relevance of the study and how it connects to
Principles of Curiosity. During this discussion,
focus on why students might struggle to identify
sponsored content or dubious sources. Does the
fault lie entirely with the students? Or do marketers
use tactics that encourage confusion?

6. As a final step, allow students to share some of
the items they found in their search. It might even
be worthwhile to make note of some of the more
egregious or interesting found items, to be used
as examples in future classes.

Some students may report that they have trouble finding advertisements on news and media sites This
may be because they are using browsers with ad-blocking software enabled. Advise students to turn
off ad-blocking during the completion of this assignment; or, alternately, to use a browser which does
not have such software installed.
T h e S t an f o rd S t u den t S t u dy
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Cred ibi li t y M a t ters
One element of the 3Cs as presented in Principles of Curiosity is the importance of
source credibility. As the film notes, when considering debatable ideas, it is common to
encounter two competing explanations: “a boring science-based explanation” offered by
credible experts, and “an exciting alternate explanation” offered by non-experts lacking
in credibility. This activity reinforces the importance of expert credibility via examination
of a claim that may be familiar to many students: that their iPhones may be killing them.

Materials
•
•

the idea that cell phone radiation causes cancer.
Doing this activity in small groups assures that
students will identify all named sources, as
individual students might overlook some. In the
end, the two lists should look something like this.

“How Dangerous is Cell Phone Radiation?”
short reading
“How Dangerous is Cell Phone Radiation?”
audio recording

For the Idea

Directions

•

1. Begin by distributing the reading “How
Dangerous is Cell Phone Radiation” to the class.
For purposes of this activity, having print copies
is preferable to distributing the reading digitally.

•
•
•

2. Next, play Skeptoid episode #177 “How
Dangerous is Cell Phone Radiation?” (available
for download at PrinciplesOfCuriosity.org) for
the class. Give the instructions beforehand that
students should follow along with pen in hand.
Their task is to underline (or otherwise mark)
each instance where the article identifies, by
name, a source of information.

•
•

Dr. Debra Davis – A medical administrator
with no real experience with cancer
David Raynard – A grieving widower who
lost his wife and wanted something to blame
Cardo Systems – A company looking to
turn a profit on fear of radiation
YouTube – Non-credible videos that may be
hoaxes
The Guy Study – A scientific study, but one
contradicted by another study in the same
journal.
CNN/Larry King Live – Media outlet which
gave a platform to the claim
Against the Idea

•

3. [Alternately, instructors can distribute the reading
ahead of time and allow students to read and
mark for homework. However, making the
reading and audio part of the in-class activity
helps students better engage the task of source
consideration.]

•
•

4. Once the reading is complete, ask the students
to form small groups. Instruct them to compile
two lists. In one list, they should list all the named
sources that support the idea that cell phone
radiation causes cancer. In the second list, they
should list all of the named sources that reject

•
•

Journal of the National Cancer Institute
– A scientific journal focused on cancer
research, whose publisher is focused on
studying and preventing cancer
Brianiac TV series – A popular science
series similar to Mythbusters
The Adey Study — A scientific study that
failed to replicate the findings of the Guy
Study
World Health Organization – A global body
of doctors and health experts
CNN – Media outlet that challenged Cardio
Systems about their videos.
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5. At this point, direct students to consider both
lists. Is there anything about the two lists, on the
whole, that jumps out to them?

could follow up this assignment by being instructed
to evaluate their own source choices, either on a
paper they are actively writing or one that they
have already submitted, with a goal of encouraging
them to make better source choices in the future.
This could take the form of either a brief essay or a
critical annotated bibliography.

6. After allowing time for small group discussion,
move into whole class discussion. Review the
sources each group listed, and ask groups to
share any insights they had about the lists. The
goal is for students to understand two things.

Answers to Discussion Questions

7. First, they should recognize that the sources
against the idea are more credible than the list
of sources for the idea. The “against” list is made
up largely of scholarly sources and experts in the
field, while the “for” is populated by non-experts
and those with personal or financial motivations.

1. The credibility of the personalities behind the
radiation claim are generally lacking. One
seemingly credible source, Dr. Debra Davis, is
a false authority, as she is not actually a medical
doctor and does not see patients or treat
cancer. Another source is a grieving widow,
another a company looking for sales, still
another a study that has not been replicated
and has even been contradicted.

8. Second, they should note (or the instructor
can reveal through discussion) that the author
has structured the writing such that the two
lists pit the credibility of many sources against
each other. Specifically, Dr. Debra Davis is the
single doctor without real cancer experience,
directly contradicted by the National Cancer
Institute, an authoritative organization of actual
cancer doctors; random and anonymous
YouTube videos are contradicted by Brainiac,
an actual television series; and the Guy Study
published in Bioelectromagnetics study is
countered by another study published in the
very the same journal.

2. These sources are generally more credible
than the sources who make the claim about
cell phones and cancer. In fact, students may
recognize that many of the sources against the
idea are positioned to be direct counters to
sources for – Dr. Davis, the non-cancer doctor,
is countered by an organization of actual
cancer doctors; random Youtube videos are
countered by a television series that, while not
exactly academic, is still more credible; and a
study in the very same journal that published
the Guy study.

9. Conclude the discussion by reviewing the bigger
picture: the need to trust credible sources in the
field of study, over personalities outside of the
field that may have ulterior motives.

3. The intent here is for students to recognize that,
in fact, most people don’t take these claims very
seriously. As this is largely a personal response
question, they may have various ways of
explaining the proliferation of devices in the face
of the radiation claim.

Follow-up
In a writing or composition course (or any course
where research writing is a component), students
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Sk ep to i d #1 1 7 :
How D a ng er o u s is Cel l Ph o ne Rad i ati o n?
BY BRIAN DUNNING

In the following reading, Dunning examines the claim that cell phone and smartphone
radiation can cause cancer. As you read, pay attention to the names and identities of those
who either support or reject the idea that cell phones can cause cancer.
Today we’re going to pick up virtually any consumer
magazine or open any Internet news website and
read about a frightening new threat: That radiation
from cell phones is dangerous, perhaps causing
brain tumors or other cancers, maybe even cooking
your brain like an egg or like popcorn. Most people
have no knowledge of science other than what they
hear on the news, so we have a whole population
growing up with this understanding. Is the fear
justified? Do cell phones have the potential to cause
physical harm, or are they completely safe? Or, like
so many other questions, is the truth somewhere in
the middle?

attention to the fact that when CNN brings a doctor
onto television to talk about a health problem, you
shouldn’t take anything for granted. You’re the one
who assumed that she treats cancer patients and
has seen harmful effects from cell phone radiation.
The fact is that the only danger Dr. Davis actually
cited was that “since cell phones have only been in
widespread use for 10 years or so, the long-term
effects of their radiation waves on the brain has yet to
be determined.” Neither she, nor CNN, cited a single
case of harm being caused by a cell phone, nor did
they present any theoretical arguments indicating
any plausible danger.

Let’s take a closer look at exactly what kind of threat
is being reported. A recent article on CNN.com
quotes Dr. Debra Davis, Director of the University
of Pittsburgh’s Center for Environmental Oncology,
saying that “You’re just roasting your bone marrow”
and asking “Do you really want to play Russian
roulette with your head?” The article goes on to give
five recommendations for limiting your exposure
to cell phone radiation: Using a headset, using the
speakerphone, getting a different phone, and so
on. CNN followed up with another article with more
quotes from Dr. Davis, this time saying that children
are especially at risk because their brains are still
developing, so they should be allowed to use cell
phones in emergencies only.

Dr. Davis is also dramatically wrong on one very
significant point: That there has not yet been time for
long-term studies to have been conducted, or that
the question of cell phones and cancer is otherwise
inadequately studied. In fact, the Journal of the
National Cancer Institute published the results of a
massive study in Denmark that followed the cancer
histories of 420,000 cell phone users over 13 years.
You’d think that someone in Dr. Davis’ position
would know about that, or at least take the slightest
trouble to search for studies before going on CNN
to proclaim that no such studies exist. The study’s
main interest was to search for increased incidences
of brain or nervous system cancers, salivary gland
cancer, and leukemia. The study concluded:

As the director of an oncology center, she must have
all kinds of experience treating cancer patients, and
since she’s going on CNN to talk about cell phone
risks she must have a lot of experience dealing with
cancer caused by cell phones. Right? Well, you’d
think, but apparently CNN is not quite that particular
about their guests. Dr. Davis’ Ph.D. is in “science
studies,” whatever that is, and she is neither a
medical doctor nor does she have any specialization
in physical sciences like radiation. Now, I’m not trying
to disrespect Dr. Davis — she has a fine background
loaded with experience and all sorts of publications
and accolades in her field — but I do want to draw

Risk for these cancers ... did not vary by
duration of cellular telephone use, time since
first subscription, age at first subscription,
or type of cellular telephone (analogue or
digital). Analysis of brain and nervous system
tumors showed no statistically significant
[standardized incidence ratios] for any
subtype or anatomic location. The results
of this investigation ... do not support the
hypothesis of an association between use of
these telephones and tumors of the brain or
salivary gland, leukemia, or other cancers.
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The lack of any connection is not surprising, given
that no plausible hypothesis exists for how a cell
phone could cause tissue damage. RF below the
visible spectrum, which includes the frequencies
used by cell phones and all radio devices, is not
ionizing radiation and so has no potential to damage
living cells or break any chemical bonds. Microwave
ovens, which operate just above cell phones on
the frequency scale, work by oscillating such an
extremely powerful field back and forth, causing
the water molecules to rub against each other
and create heat by friction. Cell phone signals are
three orders of magnitude weaker, too weak to
move the water molecules, and do not oscillate to
cause friction. Scratch the heat hypothesis, scratch
the ionizing radiation hypothesis, and there are no
plausible alternatives. Of course it’s not possible
to prove that there is no potential for harm, but all
sources of harm known or theorized to date are
clearly excluded.

There are also a number of videos on YouTube
showing eggs being hard boiled merely by placing
them between two activated cell phones for a
few minutes. This claim has also been thoroughly
debunked. The British TV show Brainiac even tried it
with 100 phones. The result? Zippo. It didn’t change
the egg’s temperature at all. Raw as ever.
Some of these companies selling products to
protect you have sections on their websites where
they cite official statements reiterating that there
is no proof that cell phones are safe. They also
tend to cite one particular study, known as the
Guy study and published in Bioelectromagnetics
in 1992. You might remember Guy’s co-author
C.K. Chou, an RF scientist who did some
research we examined in our episode about
The Hum. The Guy study exposed rats to high
levels of RF for 22 hours a day for two years.
18 of the exposed rats developed tumors, while
only 5 of the control group did. The cell phone
accessory companies stop there, but you have
to dig deeper to find that other researchers have
been unable to replicate these results, and the
conclusion was that the tumor incidence, while
statistically significant, was not shown to have
been caused by the RF. In fact, another study
also published in Bioelectromagnetics by Adey
et. al. exposed rats to a chemical carcinogen
and then exposed some of them to RF. Dr. Adey
actually found fewer tumors in the RF exposed
rats, but again the result was not large enough to
draw conclusions. Even in the harshest of animal
studies, no evidence has been found to link cell
phone radiation to health problems.

So if that’s true, how did the story get started? How
did cell phones causing cancer become one of our
pop culture myths?
It started in 1993, when a guy named David Raynard
went on CNN’s Larry King Live to talk about his
lawsuit against the cellular phone industry over the
death of his wife from brain cancer, who used a cell
phone. Certainly we all sympathize with Mr. Raynard,
but that doesn’t make him right. Unfortunately for
rationalism, being on Larry King was all the credibility
the story needed to become a popular belief. Despite
Mr. Raynard’s claim that his wife’s tumor was in the
same shape as the cell phone antenna, the case was
thrown out for a lack of evidence.

We may quarrel with these companies’ ethics in
promoting fear to sell their products, but that doesn’t
mean that the products aren’t a wise precaution. It
can’t hurt to be safe rather than sorry, can it? Well,
you will be sorry if you spend any of your hard-earned
money on a product intended to protect you from
cell phone radiation, and you hear what the World
Health Organization has to say on the matter. Their
summary on such devices says:

Another reason the belief persists is that it is
constantly being promoted by companies selling
quack devices claimed to protect consumers from
any potential threat. Spreading fear is a major
marketing angle that they employ. Cardo Systems,
a maker of cell phone headset, broadly promoted
as the best way to minimize danger of radiation,
famously released a set of hoax videos on YouTube
showing people popping popcorn by setting some
kernels on a table between several activated cell
phones. When nailed for the hoax by CNN, Cardo’s
CEO claimed that the videos were meant only as
a joke and that the thought of scaring people into
thinking that cell phones could pop popcorn never
entered their minds. You can judge the credibility of
that statement for yourself.

Scientific evidence does not indicate any
need for RF-absorbing covers or other
“absorbing devices” on mobile phones.
They cannot be justified on health grounds
and the effectiveness of many such devices
in reducing RF exposure is unproven.
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Discussion Questions

So far, the science that’s been done pretty much
supports the default skeptical position. When we
hear a claim like “cell phone radiation causes cancer,”
we assume the null hypothesis until evidence is
presented that supports the claim. And to date, all
the good evidence supports the null hypothesis, not
the claim. Maybe tomorrow things will change, and
we’ll find that cell phones are harmful, or that 60-cycle
electrical outlets are harmful, or that traveling faster
than 30 miles an hour is harmful. An open mind is
open to any good evidence supporting any claim.
But for now, I’m going to continue enjoying the
usefulness of my iPhone, and be glad there’s a tower
in my neighborhood.

1. Consider the people and organizations who
claim that cell phone radiation causes cancer.
Overall, what do you think about the credibility of
these sources?
2. Consider the people and organizations who reject
the idea that cell phone radiation causes cancer.
Overall, do you think these sources are more or
less credible than the sources in support?
3. Cell phones and smartphones are ubiquitous
in society today. How seriously do you think
the average person takes the concern over cell
phone radiation? How seriously do you, yourself,
take it?
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DIY “ Sp i r i t O r bs”
Objective
One of the more memorable moments in Principles of Curiosity is when filmmaker Brian
Dunning demonstrates how to create “spirit orbs” on demand using nothing more than
a camera and some sprinkled dust. With this activity, students will try the experiment
for themselves, helping them to see just how easy it can be for something that looks
extraordinary to be the result of completely unextraordinary factors.

Materials
•
•
•

Then, instruct the students to make their own “spirit
orb” photos. Depending upon the subject area,
classroom, and available resources, this could be
done either as an in-class project or an assigned
homework project.

Powder [corn starch, flour, mineral powder,
household dust, talcum powder, etc.]
A dark room
A camera with a flash [Cellphone cameras
work fine for this; just make sure to turn on
the flash!]

Creating “Spirit Orbs”

Pre-Project Discussion

The steps are relatively simple and modeled after the
one in Principles of Curiosity.

Start with a brief discussion of the phenomenon and
discuss the experiment. It is beneficial for the instructor
to do a little prior reading on what claims are made
about “spirit orbs” (also called “angel orbs” on some
websites). It might even be beneficial to have students
themselves do some research on the alternative claims
being made on ghost-believing websites.

1. Find a dark room. The room does not have to be
perfectly dark; in fact, students might find their
results come easier in a room with at least some
ambient light.
2. Place an object in the room, in a place where it
can be easily photographed (like on a table). It
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doesn’t matter what this object is; the camera
simply needs something it can focus on.

Then, ask the students if they know of other ways
one might fake a “spirit photo.” [Forced perspectives,
Photoshopping, film trickery, misattribution.] It is even
possible that, in the course of taking pictures, other
“ghostly” effects might appear in some pictures.
What might cause such images? [Reflection of the
flash, stark shadows, long exposure capturing other
light sources.]

3. Prepare the camera. Make sure the flash is
turned on and, if available, mount the camera
on a tripod (not necessary, but it makes the next
steps a little easier).
4. Sprinkle some of the dust between the camera
and the object being photographed. The goal is
to get at least some of the dust to swirl about in
the air.

Variations

5. Quickly shoot a series of photographs. Try to make
sure that the camera stays focused on the chosen
object, and that the flash goes off each time.
If the students are even a little fortunate, one or
more of the photographs will contain “spirit orbs”
– that is, moments where the dust in the air was
in just the right position to reflect the light of the
flash back at the camera lens in a blurry and orbshaped way.

Post-Project Discussion
In the follow-up discussion to the activity, have
students share and submit their best photographs.
Ask them to apply Occam’s Razor to the question of
“orbs”: is there any justification at all for continuing to
claim that “orbs” are actually spirits or angels, if the
phenomena can be so easily replicated?

•

Have students complete orb photos
using at least two different powders, or
assign different students the task of each
photographing with specific powders.
Compare the photos. Which powder
produced the most “convincing” orbs?

•

Obtain at least three different types of
cameras (e.g., a cellphone camera, a
DSLR, and a point-and-shoot). Does one
kind of camera seem to produce better
“orbs” or more “orbs” than another? If so,
why might this be?

•

After creating their staged orb photos,
assign students to go out and take photos
in real-world darkened places. These do
not need to be private areas or “haunted
houses,” but could as simple as a public
park at night. Students should not sprinkle
powder for these photos. Instead, the goal
is to see if the students can capture “real”
orbs out in the world.
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D iscu s s i o n Q u es t i o ns
The following are general questions that can be used in classroom discussion, considered
in small groups, or assigned as written homework.
1. What flaws might exist in the 3Cs approach to
critical thinking?

2. While the best answer is “all aspects,” it is
expected that students will arrive at some of the
more obvious areas (social media, news media),
though possibly at some less expected ones (on
the job, for example).

2. Where in your own life might the 3Cs method be
most valuable?
3. Is there any aspect of your own life where you
would be reluctant to apply the 3Cs, or where
the 3Cs might be insufficient?

3. The intent of this question is to challenge
students to acknowledge their own beliefs and
biases. One answer here, for example, could
be “My religion” or “In my church,” a response
which might cause some intellectual discomfort
for students who recognize that their faith, while
valuable and meaningful to them, does not
necessarily stand up to critical scrutiny. Other
answers might include situations where students
might feel moral, ethical, or emotional reasoning
is preferable to logical consistency.

4. Many believers in alternative ideas that fail
3Cs consideration, such as acupuncture,
homeopathy, and cupping, maintain a “what’s
the harm?” opinion: that there’s nothing wrong
with these ideas, since there’s no harm being
done to those who hold to them. How valid do
you find this argument? Where might harm exist
in “harmless” beliefs?

4. The “what’s the harm” argument has many flaws,
mostly in that those who use it are applying a
very narrow definition of harm. In fact, things like
spending large amounts of money on ineffective
treatments, or ignoring effective treatments in
order to chase too-good-to-be-true ineffective
ones, can cause real harm. Encourage students
to broaden their own definitions of harm when
answering this question. For many examples of
harm, visit http://whatstheharm.net.

5. Given what you have learned, how (if at all) will
change the way you browse social media and
surf websites online? Why (or why not)?

Answers to Discussion Questions
1. The 3Cs method is straightforward and effective,
but it is not perfect. Students may find elements
of the method that either they do not like, or that
represent legitimate blind spots. For example, if
some truly fantastic event that upended what we
know about science actually occurred, it might
fail to pass the 3Cs test; this is an extremely
unlikely case, though it can and should be
acknowledged.

5. The hope is that students will express their
intent to exercise caution on the Internet after
developing a better awareness of critical thinking
and learning the 3Cs technique.
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Sugges t i o n s f o r Furth er Read i ng and Study
The following are suggestions for related materials that could be used in the classroom,
or recommended to students, to reinforce the lessons of Principles of Curiosity. Please
note that this list could have been twice as long as it is, and it still would not have covered
all the great science and critical thinking content available both in print and online. What
is below is merely a recommended starting point, one crafted with students in mind.

Books and Traditional Media
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a Candle in the Dark by Carl Sagan
Don’t Believe Everything You Think: The 6 Basic Mistakes We Make in Thinking by Thomas E. Kida
Flim-Flam! by James “The Amazing” Randi
How We Know What Isn’t So by Thomas Gilovich
Skeptic magazine, published quarterly by the Skeptics Society
Skeptical Inquirer, published bimonthly by the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry
Why People Believe Weird Things by Michael Shermer

Online and Digital Media Content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skeptoid: Critical Analysis of Pop Phenomena, weekly podcast series from Skeptoid Media
The Feeding Tube, food-focused video series from Skeptoid Media
InFact, video series from Skeptoid Media
MonsterTalk, cryptozoology-focused podcast from Skeptic magazine
Oh No! Ross and Carrie, comedy and skepticism podcast distributed by Maximum Fun
The Skeptic Zone, podcast from Australia for Science and Reason
The Skeptic’s Guide to the Universe, weekly science podcast from SGU Productions, LLC
Snopes.com, fact-checking and rumor-busting website produced by Proper Media
StarTalk, weekly podcast hosted by astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson,
from Curved Light Productions
Great Moments in Science with Dr Karl Kruszelnicki, short-format podcast
highlighting amazing tidbits based in real science
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